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Genwork Expanded Metal Mesh 
Walkway Mesh

Expanded metal mesh has a diverse range of properties, which makes it extremely versatile for many uses and applications.

The mesh is formed from a single piece of metal, which means that there is nothing to work loose, no fretting strands or strained 
joints or welds.

Cutting Service
In addition to stock panels we also offer a complete and comprehensive cut to size service, if you wish to have your panels cut 
to size or framed please follow the links below or down load planners.

‘U’ Edging Section 
Fabrication

Coatings – Self Colour, Galvanised, Bright Zinc plate and Powder Coated.

If you need anyhelp or advice please contact us.

Walkway Mesh
Expanded Walkway mesh is perfectly suited to many industrial applications and is available in two dsitinct styles.  Standard 
Walkway mesh is produced with smaller mesh openings which prevent onjects passing through the mesh, particullary useful if 
used as a catwalk over moving parts.

The other type of Walkway mesh is Long Bond series of meshes, which are designed to offer a large open area to maximise 
vision through the mesh and the long bond which joins each mesh provides excellant strength and grip.

Each Walkway mesh is able to offer excellent grip and structural strength due to the raised strands configuration.

There are a number of different Walkway meshes that are avalable.

Volume Discounts
Quantities over +10 Panels  = price on request

If there are any other forms of Raised mesh that you are looking for and not listed below, please don’t hesitate to contact us

Our range

Ref Long Way Short Way Strand Width Thickness KG Sheet Size 
LW x SW Raw Material

8-78WRN 38.10 13.85 4.75 2.50 13.40 1220 x 1525 Mild Steel

38-76W 38.10 16.93 4.75 3.00 13.20 2440 x 1220 Mild Steel

60-96W 60.96 25.40 6.10 4.50 17.29 2440 x 1220 Mild Steel

60-96WR 60.96 25.40 6.10 4.50 17.29 1220 x 2440 Mild Steel

2-96W 121.92 33.87 6.35 4.50 13.20 2440 x 1220 Mild Steel

12-96WR 121.92 33.87 6.35 4.50 13.20 1220 x 2440 Mild Steel

12-99WR 121.92 35.85 9.53 6.00 24.98 1220 x 2440 Mild Steel

12-94W 121.92 38.10 13.25 6.00 32.60 2440 x 1220 Mild Steel

60-96WA 60.96 25.40 5.82 5.00 6.05 2500 x 1250 Aluminium


